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The Dream!

“Continually Learning Mobile Health Intervention”

• Help you achieve, and maintain, your desired 

long term healthy behaviors

– Provide sufficient short term reinforcement to enhance 

your ability to achieve your long term goal

• The ideal mobile health intervention 

– will engage you when you need it and will not intrude 

when you don’t need it.

– will adjust to unanticipated life events



HeartSteps (PI Klasnja)

Goal:  Develop an mobile activity coach for 

individuals who have completed cardiac 

rehabilitation

Three iterative studies: 

o 42 day micro-randomized pilot study with 37 

sedentary individuals,

o 90 day micro-randomized study, 

o 365 day personalized study
3
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HeartSteps V1



HeartSteps V2 Treatments

Learning/Experimentation

Tailored activity suggestions (five possible times per day)

Tailored anti-sedentary suggestions (anytime user is 
sedentary)

Morning motivational messages 

Evening outcomes messages

Weekly planning

Other treatments:  SAM coach, daily step goals, newsfeed
5



HeartSteps V2 Online Data 

Context provided via data from: 

Wearable band → activity, heart rate and sleep quality; 

Smartphone sensors → busyness of calendar, location, 

weather; 

Self-report→ stress, user burden

During the study alter the randomization probabilities of 

the  tailored activity suggestions so as to deliver the 

tailored activity suggestion in contexts in which it is 

most likely to be effective. 6
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Learning/Experimentation

Tailored activity suggestions 

(at up to five user-specified 

times per day)
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Some Results from HeartSteps V1

1) The tailored activity suggestion, as compared to no 

activity suggestion, initially increases step count over 

succeeding 30 minutes by approximately 271 steps 

but by day 20 this increase is only approximately 65 

steps.

2) Context features that appear to predict succeeding 30 

minute step count:  

1) Time in study, number of messages sent in past 7 days, 

location, variability in step count in 60 min window over 

previous 7 days, prior 30 min step count, total steps on 

prior day, current temperature
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A “Bandit” Algorithm

• Goal: Select treatments so as to maximize the sum of 

rewards over the time points in the 12 week study; 

here the time t reward is the 30 minute stepcount

following each time t.

• Bandit algorithm ignores delayed effects of treatment

• Bandit algorithms learn faster than full RL algorithms

• Bandit is a regularizer: trade speed of learning with bias
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A “Bandit” Algorithm

Overview:

1) Initialize parameters in expected reward; �(�, �) is a 

function of both the treatment, � and context features, �.

2) At time point t: input current context features, �� and 

select treatment, ��

3) After the time point: input the reward, ��	
.

4) The algorithm updates the expected reward, as a function 

of both the treatment and context features.

5) Given the context features at the next time point, ��	
 the 

algorithm uses the updated expected reward to select next 

treatment, ��	
. Go to 3) with � = � + 1.
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Linear Thompson Sampling Bandit

1) Linear model for expected reward, e.g. � �� , �� =

� ��	
|�� , �� = η��(�� , ��)

2) Initialize η parameters in expected reward with a prior 

distribution.

3) Given �� , �� , ��	
 calculate posterior distribution of η.  

Mean, covariance matrix of this posterior distribution is 

η�, Σ�.

4) Given the context features at the next time point, ��	
, the 

probability of selecting treatment, ��	
 = �,  is given by  

the posterior probability that treatment � has the highest 

expected reward.  
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Challenges

1) Noisy data

Our Solution:  

1) Learn a low dimensional parameterization of the 

expected reward: linear model in context and treatment. 
� ��	
|�� , �� = η��(�� , ��)

2) Use a Gaussian prior on η with mean, variance based 

on the data from Heartsteps V1 and a baseline no-

treatment week of data from Heartsteps V2
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Challenges

2) Nonstationarity: Over longer periods of time, the 

expected reward function will likely change. 

1) Due to inability to fully sense, known and unknown, 

aspects of context.

Our solution:

Use a Gaussian process prior on in the model for the 

expected reward, e.g. � ��	
|�� , �� = � �� , ��
�η� where 

η�	
 = η� + γ η� − η� + ε�

ε�~�(0,1 − γ�)
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Challenges

3) There are minimal immediate negative effects of 

treatment and potentially large delayed effects→

1) Algorithm may falsely learn that “always treat” is the best 

policy over T time points, yet there are better policies in 

terms of maximizing total sum of rewards over T time 

points.

Our solution: Use domain science to reduce posterior mean for 

treatment via proportional feedback control -- by subtracting  

α �� −  	;   is desired maximal number of treatments over past 

24 hours, �� is the actual number of treatments over past 24 hours 

and α is gain
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Challenges

4)   Need for robustness to bandit treatment selection

1) Facilitate a variety of off-policy secondary analyses at the 

end of the study  

2) Do not pool data from different individuals to select each 

individual’s treatment at each time t?????

Our solution:  Ensure the no-treatment selection 

probability lies in an interval bounded away from 0 and 

1; e.g. the probability of no treatment must be in [.2, .8]
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Proposed Solution: Center the treatment indicator by 

treatment selection probability, !�

Challenges

5) Expected reward, � ��	
|�� , �� 	is likely a complex 

function of context features, ��
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Centered Bandit

Accommodating an expected reward that is a complex 

function of the context features, �� when 

learning/selecting treatments using small amounts of 

noisy data.

Our solution: For binary ��: 

replace � ��	
|�� = ", �� = � = η�� ", �	

with 

� ��	
|�� = ", �� = � = #� " + η�� s (a − !�)

where

#� " is unspecified (maybe nonlinear, non-stationary)

!� is the probability of selecting treatment �� = �=1
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Centered Bandit

Our solution: For binary ��: 

replace � ��	
|�� = ", �� = � = η�� ", �	

with 

� ��	
|�� = ", �� = � = #� " + η�� s (a − !�)

where

#� " is unspecified baseline (maybe nonlinear, non-stationary)

!� is the probability of selecting treatment �� = �=1

In the Thompson-Sampling update of expected reward use a 

working model for #� " .
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Median Regret

500 simulated users

Quartiles of Regret 

500 simulated users

Context, ", is 3 dimensional 

3 treatments

True #� " is nonlinear

Linear working model for #� "

No feedback control 

Only Gaussian prior

No Gaussian process prior
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Discussion

The bandit algorithm is one way to conduct 

randomization:

– Randomization can be based on forecasts or 

predictions

– Randomization assists in forming causal inferences 

based on minimal structural assumptions

Other challenges:

– Online accommodation/use of missing data

– Accommodation/use of missing data in analyses 

after trial is over.
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Collaborators!

samurphy@fas.harvard.edu
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Notes

Context

nonlinear generative model

Analysis model used for action centering. 

Total params: 20. 

Analysis model for std Thompson. 

Total params: 12.

Theta1 = [.116, -.275, -.233, .0425]

Theta2= [.116, .275, -.233, .0425].


